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Solution

PREBOARD 2 EXAMINATION 2022

Class 12 - Chemistry

Section A
1. i.  

ii.  

2.  at 298 K 
Thus knowing the standard EMF of the cell equilibrium constant Kc can be calculated.

3. 1. 

2. 

Section B

4. i. Addition of HCl to compound 'A' shows that compound 'A' is an alkene. Compound 'B' is C4H9Cl.

ii. Compound 'B' reacts with NH2, it forms amine 'C'. compound C is C4H9NH2 

 or C4H9NH2

iii. 'C' gives diazonium salt with NaNO2/HCl, which yields optically active alcohol D(Butan-2-ol). So, 'C' is an

aliphatic amine.
iv. 'A' on ozonolysis produces 2 moles of CH3CHO. So, ' A ' is CH3-CH=CH-CH3(But-2-ene)

Reactions:  

 

= logE0
cell

0.0591
n Kc

CH(Br) C CH(OH)C C − − CCH3 CH3 − →−−−−−−
(Hydrolysis)

Aq.KOH

H3 H3 − →−−−−−−−−−−
(Dehydrogenation)

Cu,573 K

H3 C
||

O

H3

C − − C C − H − C C CH = CH3 C
||
o

H3 − →−−−−−
Reduction

NaBH4

H3 C
|

OH

H3 − →−−−−−−
440K

concc. SH2 O3

H3 H2

C4H8
(A)

− →−
HCl

ClC4H9
(B)

− →−
NH3

NC4H11
(C)

C − CH = CH − CH3 H3
But−2−ene( )C4H8

(A)

− →−
HCl

C − − CH − CH3 C
|

Cl

H2 H3

2−Chlorobu tan e( Cl)C4H9

(B)
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OR

i. 

ii. 

iii. 

5. Cr (24) Electronic configuration [Ar]4s13d5 
Oxidation state of Cr = 0 

In [Cr(CO)6] has electronic configuration [Ar] 4s03d5 because CO will cause passing of electrons as it is a

strong field ligand. 

OR
When ligands approach a transition metal ion, the d-orbitals split into two sets - one with lower energy and
other with higher energy. The difference of energy between the two sets of orbitals is called crystal field

splitting energy ( for octahedral field). If  <P(pairing energy) the 4th electrons enters one of the eg
orbitals giving the configuration  thus forming high spin complexes. 

Such ligands for which  <P are called weak field ligands. 

If  >P , the 4 th electron pairs up in one of the t2g orbitals giving the configuration  thereby forming

low spin complexes. 
Such ligands for which  >P are called strong field ligands.

6. Sc +3

C − C Cl − CH − CH3 H2 H3
2−Chlorobu tan e

(B)

− →−−
NH3

C − − CH − CH3 C
|

NH2

H2 H3

2−A min o bu tan e( N)C4H11

(C)

C − C − CH − CH3 H2 H3 − →−−−−−−
NaN /HClO2

OH2

CH3 − − HC
|

|

OH

C CH2 H3

Butan - 2 - ol (Optically active)

(D)

C C C Br C C C ≡ N =H3 H2 H2 − →−−−
NaGN

H3 H2 CH2
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− →−−−
LiAJH4

C C C C NH3 H2 H2 H2 H2
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Ti +1 +2 +3 +4

V +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Cr +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6

Mn +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7

Fe +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6

Co +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

Ni +1 +2 +3 +4

Cu +1 +2 +3

The elements which give the greatest number of oxidation states occur in or near the middle of the series.
Manganese, for example, exhibits all the oxidation states from +2 to +7. The lesser number of oxidation states
at the extreme ends stems from either too few electrons to lose or share (Sc, Ti) or too many d electrons
(hence fewer orbitals available in which to share electrons with others) for higher valence (Cu, Zn). Thus,
early in the series scandium(II) is virtually unknown and titanium (IV) is more stable than Ti(III) or Ti(II). At
the other end, 
the only oxidation state of zinc is +2 (no d electrons are involved). The relative stability of the +2 oxidation
state increases on moving from Sc to Zn. This is because on moving from top to bottom, it becomes more and
more difficult to remove the third electron from the d-orbital.

7. Step I: A nucleophile attacks the electrophilic carbon atom of the polar carbonyl group from a direction

approximately perpendicular to the plane of sp2 hybridised orbitals of carbonyl carbon. The hybridisation of

carbon changes from sp2 to sp3 in this process and a tetrahedral alkoxide intermediate is produced.  

 

Step II: This intermediate captures a proton from the reaction medium to give the electrically neutral

product. The net result is addition of Nu- and H+ across the carbon-oxygen double bond is shown in the
figure. 

 

An example is given below: 

8. i. Freundlich's adsorption isotherm for adsorption of gases in the form of an equation is  = kp1/n, where,
m = mass of adsorbent, x = mass of the gas adsorbed on mass m, p = pressure and k, n = constants.

ii. Characteristic of lyophilic sols: 
(a) Lyophilic sols are reversible sols. 
(b)These are quite stable and cannot be coagulated.

iii. Associated colloid is formed by aggregation of particles of colloidal range. For example; soap solution and
synthetic detergent. Multimolecular colloid contains dispersed particles less than 1nm made of aggregates
of many molecules. For example sulphur sol, gold sol etc.

9. i. A:- , B:- , C:- 

ii. A:- , B:- , C:- 

iii. A:- , B:- , C:- 

+ HCN →C − − HH3 C
||
O

Acetaldehyde
C − − HH3 C

|
CN

|
OH

Acetaldehyde

Cyanohydrin

x
m

C C CNH3 H2
Propane nitrile

C − − NH3 C
||
O

H2
Ethanamide

C NH3 H2
Methanamine

C C CNH3 H5
Cyano benzene

COOHC6H5
Benzoic acid

CONC6H5 H2
Benzamide

C C CNH3 H2
Propane nitrile

C C C NH3 H2 H2 H2
Propanamine

C C OHH3 H2
Ethanol
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iv. A:- , B:- , C:- 

v. A:- , B:- , C:- 

OR

i.   C6H6 + N2 + H3PO3 + HCl

ii. 

iii.  + Br2 + 4NaOH  

10. Mercury cell: It consists of zinc mercury amalgam as anode, a paste of HgO and carbon as cathode. The
electrolyte is paste of KOH and ZnO. 
At anode : Zn (amalgam) +  
At cathode :  
The net reaction : Zn (amalgam) + 

11. i. The highest oxidation state of a transition metal is usually exhibited in its oxides because of the ability of
oxygen to form multiple bonds with metal.

ii. It is because V in the lower oxidation state is less stable than Cr which in turn is less stable than Mn. Thus, 
 has a great tendency to get reduced and hence, behave as a good oxidising agent. Similarly, 

has the least oxidising power.

OR

i. a. The electronic configuration of Scandium is [Ar] 3d14s2 , when it forms Sc3+, it loses all three outer

electrons so the 3d level is empty. Therefore, Sc3+ is colourless because d-d transition are forbidden.

But in Ti3+ due to the presence of one electron in d-orbital (d1), it undergoes d-d transition within

partly filled d-orbitals. and hence Ti3+ is coloured.

b. Cr2+ ion can lose an electron to form Cr3+, so acts as a strong reducing agent.

ii. The similarities between the chemistry of lanthanoids and actinoids are-
a. The lanthanides actinides both belong to the category of inner transition metals.
b. They both contain 14 elements.

iii. Commercially KMnO4 is prepared by the alkali oxidative fusion of MnO2

Section C
12. a. In the presence of a catalyst, the heat evolved or absorbed during the reaction remains unchanged.

b. The reaction between KMnO4 and oxalic acid is very slow. By raising the temperature we can enhance the

rate of reaction.

c. The Arrhenius expression is k = Ae−Ea/RT 

When the activation energy is zero, the term e−Ea/RT becomes equal to 1. 
Hence, the rate constant becomes independent of the temperature.

d. 2. (  That is for every rise 100C temperature rate of reaction

increase by two to three times. If the temperature coefficient is "2" then increased rate of reaction =2n).

e. The rate of reaction becomes doubled for 100C rise in temperature. Hence, a100 % increase in reaction
rate.

NC6H5 H2
Aniline

CC6H5N
+
2 l−

Benzene diazonium chloride

OHC6H5
Phenol

C CONH3 H2
Ethanamide

C NH3 H2
Methanamine

C OHH3
Methanol

C6H5N+
2 CI− − →−−−−−−−

P  +  OH3 O2 H2

C − − NH3 C
||

O

H2 − →−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Hoffmann bromamide reaction

+ N C + 2NaBr+ 2 O
CH3NH2

 Methylamine 
a2 O3 H2

2O → ZnO(s) + O(1) + 2H− H2 e−

HgO(s) + O+ 2 → Hg(1) + 2OH2 e− H−

HgO(s) → ZnO(s) + Hg(1)

MnO−
4 VO+

2

3Mn + 4 → 2Mn + Mn + 2 OO2−
4 H+ O−

4 O2 H2

Temp.coefficient = /KT = 2).K(T+ 10)


